
My mother taught me…
A poem for two voices and knitter
Catherine Jenkins
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My mother taught me to knit.
  Casting on: 
She was self-taught, reflecting pictures into mirrors
  form a slip knot one metre from yarn’s end
translating dominant into left-handed gestures.
  place the slip knot on a needle and hold the needle in the right hand 
	 	 with	the	yarn	over	your	first	finger

She taught me to fear my emotions;
  wind the loose end of the yarn around the left thumb from front to back 
to hook my desires to the domestic 
  weave the needle through the newly formed stitch
to the financial 
  repeat to the desired number of stitches 
if need be, to books.

My mother taught me to knit row after row of garter stitch 
  Row one: knit
sanctioning the creation of endless scarves with varying sizes of needles in varying colours   
  Row two: knit
sky blue and purple combinations
  Row one: knit
awkwardly showing her backward right-handed daughter
  Row two: knit
the slow travel of yarn across smooth metal.
  Row one: knit

She taught me to lie;
  Row two: knit
to speak partial truths when I knew my answer would offend
  Row one: knit
when she was too reticent to voice her true question.
  Row two: knit
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When I tired of garter stitch 
  Row one: knit
envying her more accomplished patterns
  Row two: knit
I asked her to teach me to purl 
  Row one: knit
she said, “no, keep knitting, keep practicing” 
  Row two: knit
I stopped knitting, bored.

My mother taught me that some men are only after one thing
unaware that I’d already discovered what that one thing was.
Trying to keep my face stern, I bit my lip hard.

At twenty-five, sick in bed, I cozied into knitting again;
a simple sweater pattern beginning with a knit one purl one rib.
  Knit one; purl one
I called my mother and again asked her to teach me to purl.
  Knit one; purl one
She said, “you just knit the stitch backward—put the needle into the front of the stitch 
  Knit one; purl one
instead of the back—that’s all there is to it.” I learned to purl by phone.
  Knit one; purl one

My mother taught me perseverance, strength;
  Row one: knit; row two: purl 
by chance she taught me true forgiveness, resolution, absolution.
  Row one: knit; row two: purl
Unsettled by the anniversary of her death, I engage with the needles again;
	 	 Casting	off:
open the pattern book to find my name 
	 	 cast	off	in	pattern
written in my mother’s hand.
	 	 cast	off	knit-wise	on	a	knit	row
Mould a straight line into fabric, into pattern
	 	 purl-wise	on	a	purl	row
the logic, the mathematics, escape me.
  knit two stitches together, transfer the single stitch
I see only the magic.
   then knit the next two stitches together 
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